I. Introduction
The unearthing of the existence of several global surveillance programs and the increased frequency of hackers exploiting vulnerable networks and encryption algorithms makes this topic pertinent.
Steganography techniques being used to conceal data using images, are being detected and cracked. The (2,n) Visual Cryptography technique [1] can also be broken by few of the sharing parties and their shares can be changed in order to create an entirely different secret message.
Although innumerable text based encryption techniques exist, image based ones are scarce and they are not user password oriented, making it unappealing to the standard consumer.
Also, the SSL protocols used to secure the transfer of data online are usually removed behind the frontend servers making the data susceptible to leakage. [2] The algorithm is significantly safer than existing image encryption techniques which have been proved to be breakable. [3] Also, any attempt to manipulate the image by altering RGB values, or change in the size of the image could render the image un-decryptable even with the password, protecting the information from being leaked.
II. Proposed Method
In this algorithm, the user is asked for a password that is of minimum 6 characters, to prevent brute force attacks, and then the password is used to generate two separate encryption keys. [4] Image Encryption -1. Input valid image and password 2. Generate two encryption keys using SHA512 and MD5 algorithms 3. The image is broken up into dynamic blocks of pixels and passed on to other functions to encrypt or decrypt 4. The entire process is repeated a number of times based on the encryption keys. Encryption and Decryption - 
